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It wasn’t Barr. It was national security prosecutors who
used to be on Mueller’s team.

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

Barr refused to give Judge Sullivan transcripts of Flynn's calls w/ 
Kislyak. Barr just gave away: 
1 The tapes destroy Trump 
2 He's driving a coverup 
 
My guess is Trump ID'ed US assets in Russia, resulting in 12 
dead Russians. Expect major fallout from 
thistwitter.com/TomJChicago/st…

Tom Joseph @TomJChicago
Replying to @TomJChicago
3 Anything short of full disclosure, unredacting and phone call 
transcripts on Flynn indicates a monster Trump coverup. I repetitively 
tweeted about the Flynn, Trump, Putin & 13 Dead Russians, probably 
20 times in spring 2017. Flynn’s case then went in to a black hole of 
secrecy.
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So much disinformation about this. I have to correct it. The calls, and the other

comms, are classified. They may reveal sources and methods. Not every prosecutor is

a “Trump” “Barr” puppet. Offhand, I can think of none but Barr himself. Ask Julian

Assange about that.

Nor did prosecutors “defy” the order. The headlines are misleading. They addressed

the order in their production stating it was the relevant material.

“Prosecutors Brandon L. Van Grack of the Justice Department’s national security

division, who was formerly on Mueller’s team....”  

 

“In a single line addressing Sullivan’s order, prosecutors wrote...”  

 

Response was sparse; but order was not defied.
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This kind of misleading headline undermines confidence in our justice department

and the constitution. Bill Barr the Hutt is just one fat slob who’s likely under

investigation for obstructing justice. The FBI and the career prosecutors carry on

despite him.


